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I think that this may be the first time that we have had a cat on the
cover of Freewheelin’. Unfortunately it is not a Siamese cat that sits
on the shoulder of the cover’s main feature: it is a plain old Tom from
the back streets of Mexico.
The Mexican artist Frida Kahlo (1907 – 1954) wouldn’t have had it any
other way for she championed the cause of the undercat. Frida had a
tragic life that was blighted by critical medical problems. She had
polio as a child and, as a teenager, she was involved in a serious road
traffic accident which resulted in her having to undergo numerous
operations to rebuild her broken body. Her sprit of adventure and colour
was never however broken and she became an important and influential
figure in the international art movement.
This self portrait, where Frida gives herself a somewhat masculine
appearance, was painted in 1940. The brambles around her neck perhaps
signify the physical restraints upon her because of the injuries that
she suffered and this situation is further emphasised by the sparrow
being caught up in the thorns.
John Lennon, who looks over Frida’s shoulder was born in 1940 and you
can now visit his childhood home in Liverpool, courtesy of Yoko and The
National Trust. Goodness only knows what JWL would have made of the
state of the world in the spring of 2003 but, unlike Frida, when John
was a teenager he was as free as a bird.
The image of Dylan is taken from the sleeve of ‘Shot Of Love’ the album
Dylan released in 1981, when he was 40. He has his eye on the sparrow
that has fallen but I fear that the Mexican Tom will get to the bird
first!
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MARCH 2003
Before we cast a jaundiced eye over the April/May 2002 press coverage, I’ve just received
a batch of Spanish Love and Theft reviews which I’ll round up here for the sake of completeness.
Our old mate Diego A. Manrique (Spanish for “pretentious twat”) entitled his review in El
Pais de Las Tentaciones “The Awakening Of A Genius: A Splendid Album By The Minnesota
Songwriter” and insists that the album “proves that when he feels like it, he can deliver what
nobody would have thought he still had in him; playful stories and intense letanies… Impetuous
songs covered by the dust of the crossroads where the devil used to buy bluesman’s souls and
tavern singalongs.”
Amazingly, Manrique does not take the Uninformed Tosser crown this month. That
dubious award goes to Popular 1’s Sergio Martos, even though he dishes out nothing but praise
and awarding the album 9 out of 10 stars and the Album Of The Month moniker. For starters, he
seems to think that Dylan previewed several of the songs during his August tour of the States and
that, “a few days later”, Daniel Lanois had been replaced as producer by Jack Frost. Frost, we
are reliably informed, is an old friend of Dylan’s and “it is very fortunate that Frost and Dylan have
understood each other so well because the songs are extraordinary, and any other producer might
perhaps not have achieved the best results.” So far so total bollocks, but wait until Martos gets
into a bit of song analysis. Tweedle Dee and Tweedle Dum is an “Amazonian hymn, thanks to
David Kemper’s percussion”, Bye And Bye is “a wonderful cabaret charleston”, Lonesome Day
Blues is “clearly connected to the legendary Rainy Day Women” and Honest With Me is “fabulous,
and follows close in the tracks of earlier works such as Street Legal”. Honestly, you couldn’t make
it up, could you? Well, actually you could, and Martos clearly has.
In contrast, Jordi Bianciotto of Rock de Lux, simply considers Love And Theft to be better
than Dylan’s 1992/93 acoustic albums and the over-produced Lanois albums and that it “brings
him back in full splendour.”
Ruta 66’s Angel Maeztu also enjoyed the album, even if he doesn’t quite consider it to be
the masterpiece that others clearly do; “…However, the album proves that Dylan is in top creative
form and that, at sixty, he can still give us songs at the very least remarkable, and in the best
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instances, simply extraordinary: listen to Mississippi, High Water or Sugar Baby. It is obvious that
very few active musicians of his generation can do the same.”
Finally, France’s Le Monde were also surprisingly kind to old Bob. An article titled “Sixty
And Full Of Talent” featured not only a positive album review by Sylvain Sicler (“…Most of the
songs on this album deserve to be counted amongst his greatest works”) but also a nice
thoughtful piece by Bruno Lesprit which concentrates on Dylan’s recent activities and how he is
still prepared to take risks for the sake of his art.
Meanwhile, flashing forward to Spring 2002, Dylan was still popping up all over the place.
The March edition of Mojo asked various musicians to name their favourite hero. Nick Cave
selected Dylan (“…Slow Train Coming is one of the great Dylan records, a howl from the depths”)
as did Tim Burgess; “…What influence has Dylan had on me?...I think the freedom of playing,
really, and believing in yourself through everything, through the boos and through the applause. I
admire his longevity.” The same issue also featured a review of the reissued Concert For
Bangladesh by Charles Shaar Murray, who recalls the heady days when both the concert and the
triple album were highlighted by Dylan’s return to the stage; “…This was his first major
performance since before his motorcycle crash in 1966…the prophet returned from a wilderness
of his own making.”
Speaking of reissues, The Band’s Last Waltz was beginning to receive a fair amount of
press, thanks to it’s reissue as a four-CD box set and a DVD. Geoff Edgers of the Boston Globe
reported on the recent New York screening of the new print, attended by Robbie Robertson and
Garth Hudson, as well as Walter Cronkite and Harvey Keitel. Levon Helm – still smarting from the
way Robertson assumed leadership of the group and then effectively destroying it – couldn’t make
it, and wouldn’t have done even if he could. “I can’t sit through it,” he admits, “It’s just another way
to fuck The Band.” Hudson is less abrasive; “…I didn’t participate in the same way that Levon did
with those songs. He sang them. I didn’t sing. For me, it was a good job and I have benefited
from the experience.”
Barb Jungr, having just released her album of Dylan covers called Every Grain Of Sand,
revealed to The Times’ Clive Davis how she changed her opinion on Dylan’s voice from “nasal
and whiny” to “really good”. “There’s a lot of subtlety in his singing that I wasn’t aware of before,”
she says, “…The more I heard the more I realised I was wrong about his voice…If you listen to a
song like Isis, for instance, you find he’s doing this extraordinary thing which you hear in a lot of
blues performers. He’s going through these tiny glissandi all the time. If you scored it all out,
you’d be amazed.” Her album doesn’t concentrate solely on the “classic” Dylan periods but also
includes a version of Sugar Baby, which is, she insists, one of the finest songs she has heard in
the past 25 years.
An exhibit in St. Paul’s Minnesota History Center called Sounds Good To Me: Music In
Minnesota features a sculpture based on Dylan’s backstage requirements during a gig on June
26th 1986 at the Metrodome along with Tom Petty and The Heartbreakers. Among the items in
the sculpture are one hot coffee service, one hot water service for tea, three dozen Styrofoam
cups, one gallon of milk, 12 fresh lemons with a sharp knife, 30 dark-brown bath towels, two white
bath towels, four white hand towels, eight quarts of Gatorade, five packs of Marlboro cigarettes,
five packs of Marlboro Lights, two cases of Hansen’s natural assorted drinks, two six-packs of Diet
7-Up, two six-packs of Diet Coke and Fresh fruit and raw vegetables for 12 people (“plus whatever
Tom and the boys are having.”). Interesting enough, but is it art? On the strength of the photo on
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the Minnesota Historical Society website, I’d have to say; “No, it’s just a pile of old junk sprayed
silver”.
The start of the April/May European tour produced a couple of English-language reports.
Michael Gray, writing for The Daily Telegraph here in the UK, went along to the Stockholm show
and was unimpressed with what he saw. If the audience, made up of long -time fans along with
their children (“These children have the heavy weight upon them of sharing their parent’s musical
taste, and they know that in some wider psychic space they are going to have to account for
themselves”) depresses him before the show even starts, then Dylan himself only reinforces that
depression; “…Where his concerts were events, in which an artist of genius lived in the dangerous
moment, now he plays safe and seems to have no reason to be there. Where he didn’t care what
the audience thought because he had his own vision and was ahead of us, now he doesn’t care
what the audience thinks because he thinks it’s a gullible rabble…He wants fresh meat: young
people who don’t remember how incomparably better he once was.” Having released Love And
Theft, an album Gray considers “a work of such excellence, a work so alive and such fun”, he
imagined the show would be similarly revitalised and unpredictable. “Not so,” he moans, “He’s so
held in, a little wooden figure not so much going through the motions as being conveyed along
them like an object on an assembly line.” Whilst I might take umbrage at Gray presuming to know
what Dylan thinks and what motivates him (and what doesn’t), I can’t help but suspect that he may
well be at least partially correct and that, by the time most of you read this, the shows will have
again stagnated into predictability after their glorious rebirth during October and November 2001.
In direct contrast, sonicnet.com’s Teri VanHorn enjoyed the later Berlin concert, especially
a “vivacious” cover of Not Fade Away. “Dylan and the musicians exchanged glances like card
partners anticipating each other’s next move, but they couldn’t hold their poker faces for long.
With the game so clearly belonging to them, they couldn’t help but grin.”
The Norwegian press were equally enthusiastic. Geir Rakvaag of Dagsavisen reckoned
that Bob was “in good, old form” and titled his review “Bob Of The Best Quality”. Aftenposten’s
Robert Hoftun Gjestad was slightly less enthralled by the Oslo Spektrum show, claiming that there
were only brief glimpses of Dylan’s excellence.
Øyvind Rønning’s five -out-of-six review for Dagbladet of the same concert (accompanied
by a stunningly huge onstage photo, by the way) likened the show – which he considers to have
started slowly and then exploded into life – to Dylan having sex (an image I am reluctant to dwell
upon for any great length of time. I mean, I like the guy but there are limits); “…Bob Dylan is a
man who takes an unusually large time engaging in foreplay but when the release comes, the
whole assembly quivers.” A novel way to review a gig, but I hope it won’t start a trend.
Also at the Spektrum, Verdens Gang’s Espen A. Hansen again awarded it five out of six
and headed one paragraph “Heavenly inspiration”, so he must have enjoyed it. Various
Norwegian celebrities are invited to give their views. Alas, no translations are available here but
the accompanying photographs show them all smiling, so I guess they must have enjoyed it.
As I type this, the European tour isn’t even halfway through and I daresay there will be
more reviews to come. So I’ll leave it here for now, photocopy what I’ve done and continue in a
few weeks on a fresh page. See you later.
THANKS (SO FAR) TO:

GRAHAM A, KIM L, ANTONI0 J.I., GRAHAM W
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Quite a slew of new material this time in view of the many months of relative inactivity. Again all
available as DVD’s these recordings benefit from not only being closer to master, but also in that
they do not have to be transferred. All the following films have been taken from the “piano” tour of
last November. But as DVD’s can be multi region these have the benefit of not having to be
transferred, I guess this will mean more variety and better quality, both of which are good things.
Unfortunately this advance in technology has one drawback. The process I use to capture pictures
will not capture NTSC in colour, SO despite that fact that most of these pix here are black and
white, I do assure you that ALL the DVD’s actually play in colour.
So with no further ado…
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D5 A7 S7 H8 F7 I BC2
08-08-02
MONCTON, NEW BRUNSWICK
122.00
I Am The Man/ Just Like Tom Thumbs Blues/ Don’t Think Twice@/ Masters Of War @/ Cry Awhile /
Moonlight / I Don’t Believe You / High Water/ Tomorrow Is a Long Time / Its alright Ma/ My Back Pages /
Summer Days/ Never Gonna Be The Same Again/ Wicked Messenger /Rainy Day Women//// Like A
Rolling Stone/ Honest With Me/ Blowin In The Wind/ All Along the Watchtower

Shot by the same people with pretty similar results., though there is a lot less bleaching on this one so
probably worth your attention.

D4 A7 S7 H8 F6 I BC3
13-08-02
KANATA, ONTARIO
125.00
Somebody Touched Me@/My Back Pages@ /Tangled Up In Blue ~/Don’t Think Twicec@/ Til I Fell In
Love With You/ Most Likely You’ll Go Your Way/ Floater / High Water / Masters Of War / Visions Of
Johanna/ I Shall Be Released/ Summer Days/ Like A Rolling Stone/ Cold Irons Bound/ Rainy Day Women
// Honest With Me/ Blowin In The Wind/ All Along The Watchtower
Nice set list, and pretty well played too. The video could be better however, Its reasonably steady but due to
the distance involved doesn’t often get interestingly close. Also the features can be “bleached” by over
exposure at times, shame it’s not better.
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D4 A7 S8 H9 F7 I BC3 also D2 A8 S8 H9 F7 I BC3
11-11-02
Madison Square Gardens NYC
124.00
Tweedle Dee And Tweedle Dum /Yeah Heavy And A Bottle Of Bread /Tombstone Blues /The End Of
Innocence /Things Have Changed /Brown Sugar (Jagger / Richards) /Masters Of War/ It's Alright, Ma (I'm
Only Bleeding)/Just Like A Woman /Drifter's Escape /Shelter From The Storm /Old Man (Neil Young)/
Honest With Me / The Lonesome Death Of Hattie Carroll /High Water (For Charley Patton) /Mutineer
(Warren Zevon) / Bye And Bye /Summer Days ////Knockin' On Heaven's Door /All Along The Watchtower
A worthwhile film to start with certainly, getting “Yeah Heavy” is quite a nice bonus The film has been shot
fro different angles and then edited together. Neither give us a closer up I would like but it does make things
a little more interesting.

D4 A7 S8 H9 F7 I BC3
13-11-02
Madison Square Gardens NYC
124.00
Seeing The Real You At Last /Carrying A Torch (Van Morrison) /Tombstone Blues /You Ain't Going
Nowhere /Things Have Changed /Brown Sugar (Jagger / Richards) /Forever Young /It's Alright, Ma (I'm
Only Bleeding) /One Too Many Mornings /Cold Irons Bound /Shelter From The Storm / Old Man (Neil
Young) /Honest With Me /The Times They Are A-Changin' /High Water (For Charley Patton) /Mutineer
(Warren Zevon) /Floater (Too Much To Ask)/Summer Days//// Blowin' In The Wind /All Along The
Watchtower /Something
I guess this is the one we all will look for, what a set list! The video could be closer but it is steady and clear
so easy enough to watch. Well lit though.
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D4 A7 S7 H9 F 7 I BR6
15-11-02
First Union Center, PHILADELPIA
133.00
Maggie's Farm / In The Summertime / Tombstone Blues / The End Of Innocence (Don Henly)/
Things Have Changed /Brown Sugar (Jagger / Richards) /Positively 4th Street /It's Alright, Ma (I'm Only
Bleeding) /Shelter From The Storm / Drifter's Escape /Masters Of War /Don't Think Twice, It's All Right
/Honest With Me / The Times They Are A-Changin' /High Water (For Charley Patton) /Mutineer (Warren
Zevon) /Po' Boy /Summer Days ////Blowin' In The Wind /All Along The Watchtower
Not so good as the previous few. The taper seems to be at the limit of his zoom and when he zooms in the
picture is a little fuzzy.

D3 A8 S8 H9 F 7 I BR3
also D4 A8 S7 H9 F 7 I BC3
17-11-02
Civic Center Coliseum HARTFORD, CONN
132.00
Tweedle Dee And Tweedle Dum /I'll Be Your Baby Tonight / Tombstone Blues /Carrying A Torch (Van
Morrison) /Things Have Changed /Brown Sugar (Jagger / Richards) / Girl Of The North Country / It's
Alright, Ma (I'm Only Bleeding) /My Back Pages /The Wicked Messenger /Shelter From The Storm/ Old
Man (Neil Young) /Honest With Me /Visions Of Johanna /High Water (For Charley Patto n) /Mutineer
(Warren Zevon) /Floater (Too Much To Ask) /Summer Days ////// Blowin' In The Wind /All Along The
Watchtower
This good be closer but the taper tends to keep pulling back. It is also the only one of this batch taken from
VCD so picture resolution is possible not all it can be.
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D4 A7 S8 H7 F 7 I BR3
21-11-02
First Union Center, WILKES BARRE
130.00
Maggie's Farm / I'll Remember You /Highway 61 Revisited /Accidentally Like A Martyr (Warren Zevon)
/Things Have Changed /Brown Sugar (Jagger / Richards) /Never Gonna Be The Same Again /It's Alright,
Ma (I'm Only Bleeding) /Girl Of The North Country /Cold Irons Bound /
Shelter From The Storm /Old Man (Neil Young) /Honest With Me /Just Like A Woman /High Water (For
Charley Patton) /Mutineer (Warren Zevon) /Bye And Bye /Summer Days/////Blowin' In The Wind /All
Along The Watchtower

Not a bad film, certainly not a bad gig, but sadly the sound is a little muddy here, and that tends to turn this
from a pleasure to a bit of a trial. See it, but don’t buy it.

Till Next Time
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SCARLET RIVERA - Interviewed by Masato Kato
This is the full version only available in part elsewhere.
Is the story in this book true (Stolen Mo ments p156 - June 30, 1975) about your first encounter with Bob
Dylan? If it is true, did you have to cancel the previous engagement with somebody else?
Yes, a condensed version but, yes.
You were walking along the street in New York City where did you intend going?
I was going directly across the street and would probably have been out of his sight in 30 seconds.
You had your previous engagement which you had to cancel?
Yes, I did. I wasn’t so important compared with this, which I know absolutely. Destiny cut me off!
What did you do before you met Bob Dylan?
Oh, you know, erm… I was trying experiments with the violin. To make a new statement and do
something original. I was experimenting with a little jazz, little rock a little Latin music. It didn’t find
a really good fit yet. So then it found a really great fit with Bob Dylan. In a very huge and significant
way that affected rock history for good as I was the first women he ever hired in the band. It
established a woman in a band and a woman on a unique instrument he never had before and almost
nobody had used before in a rock setting.
Did you have a formal training on violin?
Absolutely. Started orchestra and private lessons when I was five years old and I studied all of the
classics.
Who is your favourite composer?
I love Debussy because it’s very dreamy and it’s not about flash. He’s like a painter in music. He
paints amazing imaginary places and I try to that with my own original music.
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One of the things that make the Desire album great is your violin. Do you agree?
It’s on every track!
Desire appears to be the least professional album as the rhythm is not accurate throughout.
He wanted it that way. He had Eric Clapton and Kokomo on the album but he didn’t use any of the
tracks. He kept Howie Wyeth on drums and that was his deliberate choice. Also if you made a mistake
he went “too bad you don’t do it again”. He didn’t want perfection, he wanted spontaneous play.
This is the session sheet of the Desire album and this must be the first night of the recording.
It ended up being an outtake, and extra track. It came out many years later. Yeah, Rita Mae didn’t
end up on the original album but I remember playing on that.
This was the b-side of a single.
Yes, that’s correct Again all very spontaneous these recordings some had two or three takes tops and
one take was One More Cup Of Coffee For The Road (sic).
Is it true? According to this you tried One More Cup Of Coffee on this night in one take. You did it again
July 30th and this made it onto the Desire album but the first session you did one take.
Yes.
In the session you did Romance In Durango with Eric Clapton. You did six takes and the second is the
album version. Is that one better than the others?
I think that Bob was looking for something that was very unpredictable. Even though he had
somebody as incredible as Eric Clapton on the record that he made a decision later not to put it out. I
think that it was to do with making a new statement for him. He had more unknown players and
more spontaneity. As Bob Dylan he did need to add a big name to his ablum. You know, he didn’t
consult me as to why he made that choice. But that’s my assumption, he wanted what we brought
because it was quite fresh and very unpremeditated. We learned right in the studio, we did not learn
weeks ahead of time with charts and tapes, we learned right there and then you played immediately.
Do you have any song that you think could have been done better if Bob had allowed one more take?
Yes, I do Sara, for one. I made a mistake in Sara but he would not let me re -do it. It was like “oh,
please”, “no”!
Did Sara Like the song?
Yes, she did.
Do remember the song called Money Blues?
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I was not on Money Blues. I know of it but I did not play on it.
Are these session sheets correct?
Yes.
I talked to Fred Tacket and he said that the session sheets weren’t correct because the sheets were written
after the session.
I think that Columbia’s producer would have something to do with the accuracy of the sheets. I
mentioned one song I thought hat IU could do better on but there were so many others that I was very
happy with. They stand the test of time. Like Hurricane, Mozambique and Isis.
You were one of the first to join the Rolling Thunder Revue. How did Bob get so ma ny people together?
Well I didn’t know his process. I know how I was found but I didn’t know if he previously knew
Howie or Rob Stoner, T-Bone Burnette. I think he must have know of some of these people. I don’t
think everybody’s was as amazing story as mine. Really out of the blue and meeting him like that.
Probably he was introduced to the or heard them at a bar or recommended.
Is it true that T-Bone Burnette was into fundamentalist Christianity in the Rolling Thunder era?
He didn’t make it obvious to me, no he never pushed that onto me.
The Rolling Thunder tour is reminiscent of the Joe Cocker and Leon Russell, Mad Dogs and Englishmen
Tour.
Yes, much. Just a wild collection of people. Like Mick Ronson, how does he fit into this. Why so many
guitars on stage? I don’t know!
Did you listen to the Rolling Thunder Revue album released in 2002?
Yes, it is wonderful. I was so happy that it finally came out as a live concert as they were very special.
I bet there was a lot of careful selections. There were so many versions to chose from. I don’t know
how the version of Isis was picked but I’m sure it was a long process
Do you have any tapes of the tour?
On me here? No, I don’t usually carry it around.
Which show was the most memorable for you?
I think my first show, Plymouth. It was really amazing and many others but Plymouth was being my
first introduction and it was a big test a trial by fire and a great success.
Is it true that you only played Like A Rolling Stone once at Niagra Falls 15 November 1975?
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To my knowledge I think I did. I don’t know why I didn’t play it again but he made up different sets
every night. Usually I played on the same songs. But I also played on some other songs like just Like
A Woman and Tangled Up In Blue.
One of the greatest mysteries of the Rolling Thunder Revue tour is Salt Lake City, 25 May 1976 the last
show of the tour. We don’t know exactly what you played. All we know is this track listing. (Stolen
Moments p178)
Four and a half hours!
Is it true?
I know they were very long, very long. One concert was in some kind of big hall with a tin roof. It
sounded like thunder! I don’t know of any more songs. I can’t go back and remember what we played
that night. I would have had to take lots of note and keep them, which I didn’t do. But this makes
sense, Black Diamond Bay!
You did it?
I don’t think I did. But Romance in Durango…
What about Lily, Rosemary And The Jack Of Hearts, did you do it?
No, I wasn’t on that.
Did you feel that there was any difference between the 1975 and 1976 Rolling Thunder tours?
Yes, it is hard to put into words. I think that the band chemistry changed which shifted the
atmosphere.
There was some criticism of playing big venues.
Bob could have just played big venues but he did play many small ones too. If he hadn’t played big
venues many people wouldn’t have seen the shows, so I think that it was a compromise. Classic old
small theatres like Cambridge, Massachusetts and then inter mixed with the big house. But he loved
the small too. I doubt that his record company would like him doing only small halls!
Now many people think that Rolling Thunder was one of the best tours. Is it correct that many of the places
weren’t sold out?
I wasn’t aware of that. Only one place I really remembered wasn’t but that was because it rained all
day. But to me I saw solid walls of people when I looked out. I feel that it was sold out every where. He
was at the apex of his career and that was the thing to see.
Do you still keep in touch with anybody from the Rolling Thunder Band?
Once in a while I see Bob. Over the years I’ve seen him many places. Minneapolis, where he came
from, his home time. Many friends of his from childhood became friends of mine. I sometimes do a
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small concert in Minneapolis with the old friends and he would come a quietly sit in the audience to
see his old friends play.
When did you last meet him?
I last saw him at the last concert in Laos Angeles, very briefly. There were so many people there so
many stars so there was no time to sit and talk.
Was it last year?
Yes, four or five months ago.
What have you been doing since the Rolling Thunder Revue tour?
I’ve done many solos albums and continue to do so. They are in many different styles World Music
and Celtic.
You have done Disco mus ic?
No, on my very first record my producer pushed me into doing a song like that and I hate the song. I
don’t like the record now! He took advantage of me and I have learned from that. I now know who
that artist is!
How did you join the Rituals?
Some were on my one of my albums and we all became friends and they came to my house and we did
music together and still do.
I heard that you had cancer but you look very healthy now. Are you fully recovered?
Yes, I am fine now.
During the Rolling Thunder Revue tour you had great makeup on your face and Bob painted his face white,
why not black?
As I recall it was me who started this. It wasn’t theatrical it was an inner thing. It wasn’t staged it was
spontaneous and I never repeated I only did it once and ne ver again. I think Bob was very struck by
me doing this. I think that the white that he picked had something to do with seeing the mask. This is
the mask but see the symbols behind the mask. I loved that!
Did you receive a phone call from Bob Dylan when he was preparing the Rolling Thunder album?
Yes, I did.
Did you have any input on the album?
No. He did call me at home to tell me to show up at Columbia as “in two days from now we are
starting the record”. It was a great, great personal call.
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One disappointing aspect of the album is that it doesn’t include When I Paint My Masterpiece. Do you
know why?
I don’t know why he didn’t choose that for the record as he played it many, many times on tour.
Could it be because the versions were thought to be sloppy?
I don’t know.
Did they record the whole show or just the Bob parts?
Probably only Bob’s, as they weren’t all signed to Columbia records.
It would be great to hear a whole show.
I have some bootleg cassettes from that period but they aren’t very good quality and I have some
interviews too.
Did Richie Havens have a solo part?
I think that he just visited I don’t recall him playing a solo part. Many people joined us for Knockin’
On Heaven’s Door, Arlo Guthrie was one. It was THE tour everybody wanted to come on. We have
many visitors including Mohammed Ali at Madison Square Garden.
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NOTED
By
Richard Lewis
I expect that like me you are pretty good at spotting the words Bob Dylan in any newspaper or magazine
that you happen to be reading. Last weekend I was reading “The Guide” which is the Guardian’s listings
magazine that comes out with the paper each Saturday. The first 40 or so pages are short articles and
reviews of current films, books, records, plays exhibitions, restaurants etc. Then there are about 80 pages of
listings for events and television. In between these two sections are about ten pages of personal ads
including several pages of chatlines and individual ones called “soulmates”. I usually skip past these
(‘course you do, I hear you saying) but one caught my eye, as it was the only one on the page highlighted in
bright blue.
It read Bob Dylan Fan M, young 51, just bought motorbike, WLTMF pillion to revisit Highway 61 followed
by a Chester phone number. Intriguing.
A few weeks ago my son lent me a DVD called “Blow” that starred Johnny Depp as drug dealer George
Jung and was partly based on real life events. In 1972 Jung is caught taking 660 pounds of marijuana plants
across the Canadian border and is brought before a judge in Chicago.
He elects to speak in his own defence and says the following:
It is not a crime, and it is illogical and irresponsible to arrest me for crossing an imaginary line. You say
that I’m an outlaw; you say that I’m a thief, but where’s the Christmas dinner for the families on relief. You
say you’re looking for someone who’s never weak but always strong, to gather flowers constantly whether
you are right or wrong, someone to open each and every door but it ain’t me babe, no no no it ain't me, it
ain't me you’re looking for,…….. you follow?
The lady judge is amused and says, “Your concepts are really interesting” but imprisons him anyway. Also
at a couple of places in the film we hear “All The Tired Horses In The Sun “ playing on the soundtrack. Not
a great film but worth watching if you come across it.
Also in the Guardian last week was a news item in the Review section on books about the UK launch of a
new publishing house, New Press. It is a non-profit group founded by Andre Schiffrin after leaving Random
House and has brought out (in the US) work by leading radical authors including Noam Chomsky and Studs
Terkel. One of the first UK titles this August will be Chimes of Freedom an analysis by Mike Marqusee of
the politics of Bob Dylan’s work.
Peter also brought me back from his work a copy of the Sunday Express colour supplement called s:2 that
featured “Dylan at Home” a report by Patrick Humphries of a new exhibition of Elliott Landy’s photos at
London’s Proud Central Gallery from April 4 to June 7. Titled Dylan in Woodstock at least a couple of the
photos were new to me.
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HIPSTERS,
FLIPSTERS
& FINGER
POPPIN’
DADDIES!
By
C.P. Lee
I was in love with an obscure object of desire, and her name was Denise. And that is how I got into Folk
Music and Bob Dylan.
I was born in 1950, exactly half way through the century, and I was lucky enough to be a teenager
throughout the most exciting time Popular Culture has ever known, but in 1964 I was a boring, fat pig, just a
couple of years out of a TB sanatorium, ashamed of my body and obsessed with Airfix kits. Added to that
was the uncomfortable fact that my hormones were raging rampantly around my body. I’d been shaving
since I was thirteen and I was oozing testosterone from every orifice. Pop music was exploding all around
me, but I affected an air of disdain whe n the Beatles, or the Stones or whoever, appeared on the telly. In my
desperate attempts at being an ‘adult’ I was losing sight of being a teenager. Then for Christmas 1963 my
aunty Pat gave me a copy of Freddie and The Dreamers’ first album – signed by the group! It turned out that
the drummer, Bernie Dwyer (who died in January this year) was my second cousin, as, I was to find out
years later, was Morrissey, a fact that I still haven’t quite come to terms with.
At last I had a bona fide connection to the world of Pop. Now at last girls might like me! But possession of
one long playing record was an unlikely passport to sexual pleasure, whatever sexual pleasure may have
been. I might be hornier than a three-balled tomcat, but I had no idea of the mechanic s of the damn thing!
This was the early 60s after all. Taking the album to school and clutching it under my arm like a magickal
talisman had absolutely no effect on girls whatsoever. Perhaps it was my insistence on dressing like my
father in tweed jacket, cavalry twill trousers and a cravat while all my contemporaries were wearing Chelsea
boots and Beatle jackets that was holding me back? Whatever, learning how to be hip was a painful
business.
It wasn’t that I disliked Top Of The Pops or Thank Your Lucky Stars. It was simply that a lot of Pop didn’t
make any connection with me. When we got a radiogram in the 1950s, instead of buying soundtrack albums
like South Pacific and The King And I like all my friends’ mothers did, my mum bought albums by people
like Josh White and Big Bill Broonzy. And so it was that the Blues and R’n’B emerging from the early Beat
movement wasn’t strange or exotic to me. Further, I’d been brought up to the sound of my mother’s voice
singing me songs about fishermen and gypsies and soldiers who went wooing, and oddly, it never occurred
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to me until later that my mother was singing Folk songs. To us they were simply songs she’d learned from
her mother when she was a little girl and she was repeating the process by handing them down to me.
I became aware of a thing called ‘Folk Music’ because it was being taught to me at school. Our music
teacher was a big bearded bear of a man whose name I’ve sadly forgotten. He only lasted a year and went
off to have a breakdown (not connected to us I hope). He veered away from the standard ‘music
appreciation’ format of sitting down at your desks and listening to a piece of classical music, by having us
sit down at our desks and listen to LPs by people like Pete Seeger and then sing songs from a publication
entitled Something To Sing, that had been compiled for schools by Ewan McColl. Then one day I inherited
an elder brother’s Dansette C30 portable record player and I would take the school LPs home and listen to
them in the privacy of my own bedroom. There, surrounded by plastic Dorniers and Stuka dive bombers, I
learned to sing songs like The Titanic, Pretty Polly, and the haunting Willie Moore. This, combined with the
public face of the Folk Revival as it was beginning to appear on TV unleashed a passion for Folk that’s still
with me today. I also fell for Denise.
Denise was a willowy blonde who was in the sixth form. She wore a duffel coat and a CND badge. To my
eyes, she appeared tremendously sophisticated. I was in the fourth year, wore a blue raincoat and a blue
Alpine hat with a feather in it. Occasionally I sported a pipe to make myself more mature than my fourteen
years of age. I was definitely not sophisticated. When I discovered that she went to Folk Clubs and that one
of them wasn’t too far from where I lived, I was thrilled. Surely the Gods had contrived to bring us
together? All I had to do was turn up there one night and impress her. And, I decided, I would do that by
becoming a Folk singer.
One major obstacle to my attending a Folk Club was my age, but with steely resolve and the cunning
deployment of my pipe, I considered I might pass for sixteen. Actually, I was a big bugger and figured I
could pass for eighteen on a dark night and a judicious application of Old Spice aftershave to add a veneer
of maturity. The next obstacle was becoming a Folk singer. Just exactly how did one do that?
I’d read in a local Folk rag that the only true Folk singing was performed unaccompanied, so not having an
instrument, let alone being able to play one would be no problem. I would rely on my voice. The purchase
of an Alex Campbell Live LP in Woolworth’s bargain range provided several more songs for my growing
repertoire and I retired to my bedroom to practise. Whenever Alex had an instrumental break in one of his
songs, I would simply leave a gap – God, it was so simple! Soon Denise would be mine.
The Friday evening of my triumph arrived. I walked up the steps of an old Victorian mansion in south
Manchester, enquired if it was a ‘singer’s night’ and paid 1s-6d to a bearded beatnik at the door. So far, so
good. Jauntily cocking my Alpine hat with feather onto the back of my head and clutching a glass of brown
ale, I strode manfully down into the cellar to make my world debut. After negotiating the stairs I arrived in
the basement where the club took place. About twenty feet long it had eight or nine rows of benches facing
what essentially looked like an open space on the floor. Indeed, it was an open space on the floor. The
phrase ‘floor singers’ which I’d read about in Folk magazines now took on a more literal meaning. Half a
dozen or so members of the audience were dotted hither and yon. Denise was not amongst them.
It was time to take stock of the situation and ready myself for my debut. Nothing was happening yet except
for the quiet murmuring of the audience, so I decided to mentally run through my set. It was then that I
realised my mind had gone completely blank. In my youthful naivety I hadn’t even written down a set list,
so I had no idea what numbers I was going to sing anyway. As I pathetically tried to recall just one line, or
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even the title of any of the five or six tunes I’d been working on I became aware of an argument going on
behind me.
“Dylan’s a bastard! He’s a stinking sell-out bastard!” An intense young man with a guitar case was entering
the cellar and talking loudly to another young man who was with him. I’d hardly ever seen such passion
roused in anybody before (people tended to be very polite back then), and as they walked to the front of the
basement their conversation continued, “Aw, come on, man. He’s a great song writer”, exclaimed the
second guy. “He was!” shouted the first one excitedly, “until he went commercial! – Look, Folk doesn’t sell
out to the top ten and that’s all he’s doing on his new album – writing shit for the top ten! If he wants to be
in the top ten all very well and good for him, but he doesn’t have to drag us there with him! Dylan’s sold
out!”
I forgot about my set problem and tried to tune in. Who was this Dylan they were arguing about?
Before I could find out anything more, the beatnik from upstairs came to the front and announced the
evening was about to begin. “Good evening ladies and gentlemen And welcome to the Ladybarn Folk Club.
We’ll open in a couple of minutes with a set from an old friend of ours, Glyn Hughes, then it’s open- floor
time for anybody who wants to get up and do a few numbers. After that we’ll have a short intermission and
then Barry and Les will be inviting us to join in on some shanties before our main guest of the evening,
Ryan Harris. But first of all – Glyn Hughes.”
To my surprise, the young man who’d been arguing got up and took his guitar out of its case. After tuning
his guitar he introduced his first song, The Dirty Black Leg Miner, which he explained was about ‘scabs’,
those ‘bastards who’d sell out their kith and kin’ while their fellow miners were on strike. He sang it with
gusto and despite his guitar, I warmed to him. Then he sang a song about the IRA and we all laughed at the
‘Oirish’ whimsy of it all. Finally he sang a song about ‘washer lads’ who got paid fourpence a day and he
had me totally won over. By the time he finished the space had filled up quite a lot, and I noticed with a
quickening of the heart, there was Denise. She was sat at the back with a group of girl friends. I decided to
play it cool by remaining totally rigid with fear.
The beatnik came back and announced that now was open-floor time and did anybody want to get up and
sing. I sat quietly, hoping that he’d forgotten me. Nobody said anything. The beatnik spoke – “You said
you’d like to do a couple of numbers. Ladies and gentlemen, a new face here tonight. Come on up and sing
us a song.”
I looked around and then the growing realisation that I was the object of his introduction settled over me
like a blanket of diarrhoea. I automatically stood up, as if in a dream – or a nightmare. I was - to use the
vernacular - totally fucked and if I didn’t sing I’d look like an idiot, and if I did sing I’d look like a complete
idiot. I plumped for complete idiot.
I stumbled towards the ‘stage area’ and blinked out over the rows of benches. There seemed to be enough
people there to fill Maine Road football ground, and they were all looking at me … in fact, they were all
looking at me expectantly. I undid my raincoat and shot a glance over at Denise who was, given the
circumstances, looking rather more puzzled than shocked. “And what’s your name?” asked the beatnik.
“Chris Lee”, I answered weakly. “Ladies and gentlemen – Our first floor singer for the evening – Chris Lee”
I started rather well, I thought – “Thank you”, I said. Then I descended into gibberish. “I’d like to do a
traditional song by, er, well, it’s traditional, so it isn’t by anybody that I know of, and tonight I’d like to do it
by myself – thank you – It was written by the eighteenth century.”
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I then lurched into an indefensible version of Oh Rare Turpin Hero stolen from the school’s Something To
Sing book, possibly marred only by the fact that after the first couple of lines my mouth began to dry up,
and as I croaked out ‘kind sir, said he’, I had to stop and have a sip of beer. This momentary pause led me to
forget what key I was in and my pitch began to vary slightly to accommodate all the possible ones at my
disposal. Crucially, I reached the end of the song and at the same time my knowledge of the lyrics ran out. It
was over. All in all, I thought to myself, not bad.
To several bewildered looks and a faint smattering of polite applause my first ever gig came to an end. I
lurched back to my seat quite pleased with myself, and when I sat down I re-ran it all over again in my head
and felt even more elated. In the meantime, some pathetic no-hoper took the floor and sang a couple of
tunes properly but without what I felt was the right level of commitment. Then came the intermission and I
went to look for Denise. I was slightly disturbed to find her in deep conversation with Glyn. They were
holding albums and looking intently at the covers. I wandered closer as casua lly as I could manage. “I
didn’t know you sang,” said Denise looking up for a moment. “Yeah, well, you know. I’ve always been into
Folk,” I replied.
“Right then, give us your opinion of Dylan,” snapped Glyn. “You’re obviously a traditional singer. I can’ t
see you having much time for him.” Having never heard of Dylan before I walked into the club that
evening, I was obviously at a certain disadvantage, but, I thought Glyn’s set had been good, plus he was
older than me and therefore presumably knew what he was talking about, so in order to further impress
Denise it seemed a good idea to agree with the outburst I’d heard him give when he arrived in the club.
“Well he’s obviously sold out, I mean, he was quite good once, but now… well, he’s gone commercial
hasn’t he?” I answered waving my pipe around for authority.
“I totally disagree, said Denise looking a tad too feisty for my liking. “I think he’s brilliant.” What!!?? This
wasn’t supposed to happen! What was going on?! “What about Times They Are A Changing?” Said Denise
testily. “Oh well, that was a good one,” replied Glyn. “Definitely,” I added weakly. “Don’t Think Twice!”
snapped Denise. “I didn’t,” I defended myself. “A great song I’ll admit, but what’s it got to do with the
‘people’?” argued Glyn, completely ignoring the idiocy of my comment and putting an emphatic intonation
on the word ‘people’ that eluded me. “I don’t think we’d find Chris singing it.” “Too commercial? I smiled
vaguely, “but a very good song.” “Oh, you two are hopeless,” shrugged Denise and wandered off to find
her friends.
And so it was that I entered the Manchester Folk scene. It didn’t take me longer than 24 hours to track
someone down at school who had a Bob Dylan record. I recognised Blowin’ In The Wind, but had been
totally unaware that it had been written by someone other than Peter, Paul and Mary. The first album I heard
was Times, followed the next day by Freewheeelin’. I immersed myself in a crash appreciation course.
Bloody Hell! There was his first album too! How prolific was this guy? Thirty nine years later, I’m still
wondering.
All this new music led me to other artists. Soon I realised I’d have to get a guitar. This put me in an
invidious position. The Folk scene was definitely polarised into two camps – the Traditionalists, who saw
themselves as defenders and propagators of some kind of ‘People’s Art’, pure and aloof, untainted by
commercial considerations – and on the other hand, for want of a better phrase, the modernists who were
more eclectic in their tastes and seemed to me to be broader in their genre likes and dislikes. Within a
couple of months I was an enthusiastic flag bearer for the latter, with Dylan as my guru and my guide.
As for Denise – she went off with Glyn, but by that time I was too busy burning bridges to care.
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Chris Cooper’s
Bob thoughts

Australia 2003 /Good or Bad
Hello again
Well the Oz shows have started to arrive. I would certainly be interested in knowing if any of you
are getting more from them than me.
First off let me say that they are not exactly bad shows in my opinion. But they are certainly not
very exciting either. At first I was not sutre why, after all the piano still dominates and we are still
getting things like that masterful “Its Alright Ma” but something, as the man said, has been lost.
Is it the fact that we have a new guitarist to contend with?? Well that is a possibility I suppose,
certainly on the very early shows he is barely stepping forward, and the band generally sound
tense. Obviously this is one reason why the set lists are not as variable as I expect they poor guy
got very little rehearsal and has had to pick things up as he goes along. On some of the later
shows I have heard he is starting to have his own voice, somewhere between Mick Taylor and
Steve Ripley to my ear. He could in fact add quite a nice new tone to their sound palette, when
he settles in.
Of course it’s a major loss not having Charlie Sexton there. He brought some life and youthful
enthusiasm into the group which is not there now. Certainly as this new guy is in fact almost
Bob’s age anyways he can hardly be expected to bring youth in, can he?
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No to my ear the enthusiasm and fire that was there in Dylan’s voice at the end of last year has
simply gone. To my ear Bob sounds rather tired. This may well be borne out by the fact that this
year he seems to have really reduced is schedule (cancelling Japan is a prime example. Of course
I have no idea if Japan was cancelled due to lack of interest on Bob’s part or on the peoples part.
Maybe their just is not the demand for tickets there were a few years ago.
Either way, Australia 2003 will go down as one of those “so-so” tours. You want to hear a few
but you certainly have no burning need to collect them all. I think at this time this has hit home to
me particularly as the arrival of these shows on audio co -incides with a number of Nov 2002
shows turning up on video. He just seems so animated! Or rather he did seem so animated. But
the visuals are not necessary to hear the difference in these two tours.
So once again Bob surprises us, or is that disappoints us?
Is he looking to stop touring soon?
Or maybe Bob you could just take a break of a year or two to rest up.

Chris Cooper
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License to Kill
by Paula K. V. Radice

Feeling a bit glum this month, for rather obvious reasons. We're at war, but all it need mean to us is just
lots of extra news programmes on television. We're not in any immediate danger - unless you count
spiritual danger, of course, which I can't comment upon, not being any sort of expert. Like Dylan-theobserver in Black Diamond Bay, "I never did plan to go, anyway..." to Iraq. I don't know anyone who lives
there. Neither do I know anyone who's currently in the British Armed Forces (my father was in the R.A.F.
all the time I was growing up, and even worked in the Pentagon for a while, but has long since retired, and
my brother-in- law used to be an Army officer, but has been out for a decade).
In other words, I have no direct emotional links to the conflict. If I wanted to, I could switch off the radio
and the T.V. every time the news came on, and I'd never have to know anything about it. (I haven't bought a
newspaper for years - I never get time to read one, and British newspapers are a tragic collection of distort ed
political biases and sloppy writing).
Instead, I feel desolate about it. Desolate because it seemed to me that almost no-one in this country wanted
it, at least until the time that it actually started and the media and the politicians all played the patriotism
card and people began to think that not supporting the war might be taken as ill-wishing "our boys" in the
Forces.
Desolate because it's all the children in my class want to talk about at the moment, and I often can't answer
their questions (how do you answer a seven-year-old who asks, "If everyone knows that war is stupid, why
do they still do it?"), and because the boys have started playing nothing but war games in the playground.
Desolate because I don't know anything meaningful about - and won't be told anything about - a single one
of the children killed or injured in Iraq. In all the T.V. reporting of the last three weeks, I have seen, for the
brief span of several seconds on each occasion, only two images of wounded children, when dozens
(hundreds?) must have been injured or killed. There was one little four-year-old screaming because his
body was covered in burns, and a teenager who had a bullet wound. On both occasions, we were told that
they later died. There were no interviews with their families. No photos of when they they were happy,
ordinary children. They were simply not important enough to warrant any more airtime. Pictures of tanks
and bomber planes are far more exciting, after all.
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Desolate because all the schools in Hastings are projecting deficit budgets next year, and most of them will
be sacking Teaching Assistants to make ends meet - and the price of one Cruise missile would solve the
problem across the whole town.
What a bloody stupid situation. And we just go on with our daily lives, hoping it will all just go away. We
are all degraded by it.
And I keep wondering why it is that I really want to know what Bob thinks about it. Why should it matter
to me what he makes of the situation? I feel a real need for him to pronounce about it - and I can't figure out
why it should be so important
There was an excellent news item on Channel 4 a few nights back about the millions of Americans who
believe that this conflict may well be the beginning of the sequence of events foretold in the Book of
Revelations. Books written on the subject are bestsellers for months on end in the States, apparently. We
know that Bob has been given in the past to drawing parallels between modern Middle Eastern conflicts and
the Apocaly pse: does he feel now that we are truly in the End Times?
We also know that he has denied ever being anything like a pacifist, and has decried "globalism".
Neighbourhood Bully reflected a belief that countries have the right to defend their security and interests.
Does he perhaps feel that the perceived threat to American interests justifies this war?
I find myself wondering what will happen when the next concerts take place. Will he, in Texas of all
places, do what he did in the earlier Gulf War, and play Masters of War? If he did, how would it be
received? But above all, why does it matter to me so much what he does or says about it? Why do I want
him - if I'm being truthful - to back up my own judgements on the matter, to see things from the same
perspective as I do? If he said something completely contrary to what I believe, would it make me question
myself - or think any differently about him?
Does it matter to you? Have you wondered why?
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Mary Catherine McDonagh (as she formerly was) married Saul in 1988, having lived with him since they
returned from their travels in September 1984. Somewhat to the chagrin of her mother, it was a small and
very quiet registry office affair. Noting the suddenness and apparent haste of it all, a lot of their friends and
all her family though she was pregnant; but it was simply that they had decided it was something they
wanted to do as a way of reaffirming their relationship. They still try to find ways of doing this, as it is
passion and desire, rather than comfort and habit, which they thrive on.
Amongst the wedding photos is a series of four showing a gust of wind blowing off her wide-brimmed hat.
Her face is a picture – wide eyed with surprise and then, by the third frame, enormous glee. The last shot
shows it being caught in mid-air by me, though as only my arm can be seen, you’ll have to take my word for
it. In another 10” x 8” photograph, this one framed and positioned prominently on top of one of the
speakers, Mary is about to kiss Saul. She has her left hand pressed against the back of his head. She is
gripping his curly hair with her fingers, the nail polish a deep red, which I remember matched lipstick that
needed a lot of touching up. She is holding her ring finger unnaturally straight, probably to show off the
wedding band.
Saul is turned almost completely away from the camera and is holding her with his right hand buried in her
hair, the other on her behind, drawing her to him with an intimacy and abandon that is yet undiminished.
Her right leg is slightly bent, the toe of her stiletto shoe partially hooked around his calf. She has gathered
up her skirt, drawing it just high enough to show off the creamy lace of her stocking top and the broad
ribbon of a suspender. She has dancer’s legs. Long, very shapely and, even when standing still, with that
knack of looking as though she has been photographed in mid sequence. Saul framed the photo and Mary
captioned it ‘Nothing is Revealed’; a joke that would be a lot more opaque if most of her friends weren’t
reasonably familiar with Bob’s music. Not that they all like it, but Mary does, and she plays it a lot.
As quite a few people have already seen the photograph I don’t think that she will mind me telling you this
next bit. Clearly visible and looped around the suspender fixed to the front of her stocking is a silver and
gold rope necklace. It was the first piece of jewellery that Saul gave her (he bought it in Granada, a few
days after the incident in the Churc h) and although she sometimes wears it in the conventional way, she
more often arranges it as in the photo. She says that it makes her feel very close to Saul, especially when it
brushes “electrifyingly” against her with every stride she takes. She is sufficiently self possessed not to
care what anyone who sees the photo for the first time, or who catches sight of the necklace dangling down
her thigh (as sometimes happens in changing rooms) might think. Although she has never said so, I suspect
that she enjoys their surprise, even their discomfiture. She certainly is aware that it arouses more curiosity
than any piece of body jewellery would, no matter where the piercing might be.
She is in her mid- forties now, but unless she is tired, looks a lot younger. She works in publishing, but
rarely says much about it. She likes the fashions, hairstyles and look of the 1930’s and 1940’s, as well as
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the music of the time. She spends a lot on lingerie and has a preference for fully-fashioned seamed
stockings. Although not vain, she cares about her appearance and is forever checking to see that her seams
are straight. If you are ever in Shrewsbury, where she and Saul now live, you might catch sight of her
looking critically over her shoulder at her reflection in a shop window. Up to a few years ago and
irrespective of her surroundings, she had no hesitation in hauling up her skirts to make any necessary
adjustments, something that Saul delighted in. These days she is inclined to be more circumspect, “as I’m
an old girl now.”
As we talk about what happened in the Church her face is both animated and serene. I suspect the former
comes from it being such an incredible encounter and the latter from some inner feeling that she holds deep
within herself. There wasn’t room enough in the last piece to include her comment that when she first went
in to the Church and saw the painting, she felt herself to be Mary, the Magdalen, rather than Mary, the
Madonna. But, she says, having had her wicked way with Saul (who has indeed always claimed she seduced
him), that was perhaps predictable. She also says that it might have been more than ten or fifteen minutes
between her kneeling down and Bob showing up, but that NO WAY was it as long as Saul reckons.
Both acknowledge that they have constructed a shared and separate reality around what was but a brief
encounter. They are utterly convinced it was Bob and not a look-alike. They say that they have neither
exaggerated nor elaborated, instead they have only fleshed out so mething that was absorbed instinctively.
Mary thinks that the only reason that Bob didn’t talk to her, maybe even come on to her, is that he sensed
Saul’s presence. For his part, Saul says that although Bob had to walk past him as he left the Church, “with
the light streaming through the door and right into his eyes, no way could he pick me out in the darkness;
although I’m pretty sure he knew I was there.” Both agree that it was all over in five or six minutes and
that whilst they still wonder at it all, it’s unlikely that Bob gives it a second thought. Saul says that he had
probably forgotten about it by the time the exhaust note faded.
It was just after Freewheelin’ 210 had come out that I called in to say hello on the way back from a climbing
trip to Wales. We chatted briefly about the piece, then about Paula’s take on ‘Cross the Green Mountain’ .
Perhaps because I’m not much interested in dissection I found myself looking at the wedding photo and at
Mary, wondering if she is wearing the necklace in the same way. Saul, perceptive as ever caught my eye
and smiled at my brief confusion. I think it was that small incident which triggered this further piece, which
to take account of Mary’s wishes and other considerations has required a number of revisions.
That said, what I first wrote wasn’t so very different from this final version. Both it and earlier drafts
attempt to give a brief and certainly intimate word portrait of someone I have known for years, but truthfully
know very little about. For those of you who have only this to rely on, what sort of image is conjured up?
And not just the physical appearance, but also the personality. And what does it convey about Saul? I
asked a friend, Frances, who has never met either of them and who doesn’t much care for Dylan what she
thought. She read the draft a couple of times, made some tea then tossed the papers to me with an uneasy “I
hope you’re not thinking of doing that sort of stuff on me, although I can see what you are trying to do.”
In response to my “OK – but tell me about Mary” she took back the draft for another, longer, look, then
after “I’m really not sure about this” said something like “she’s quite tall, about my size (Frances is a 12),
styles her own hair, never goes out without make up, probably goes to the gym a lot, is extrovert and a bit
vain.” Which was, I agree, a reasonable assumption based on the information provided, but is wrong in
some areas – Mary never goes to the gym, though she does go to dance classes; she doesn’t always bother
with make up and, for all her confidence, is usually happy to let others take centre stage.
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Although I didn’t ask her to, Frances also had a stab at Saul, thinking that he would be confident, protective
but not jealous, proud of Mary, demonstrative and very tactile. She also thought that he might be
unconventional, but almost immediately said that she would say the same about me and indeed about most
of her friends. I asked her to think again about Mary in the context of what she had concluded about Saul.
To her credit she did give it careful reflection, head tilted as though listening to herself, as though seeking
another perspective. Eventually she differed only a little from her original view, adding that Mary would be
flirtatious, though probably not coquettish (an interesting elaboration), an exhibitionist of sorts and
paradoxically, a little insecure. She thought that perhaps sub-consciously Mary would always be looking
for approval from Saul and concluded with “if she likes Dylan there’s definitely something wrong with her.”
Which was her way of lightening the mood.
Beyond the obvious point that no matter how much we think we know, there is always much more that we
are in ignorance of (hence the massive room for misunderstanding) where does this lead? Nowhere really,
other than for all the data, the huge body of analysis and commentary and a veritable constellation of
explanations, none of us really know Bob any more than I know Mary. But is there anything in the notion
that finding out a little about her is a way of discovering something more about Bob. “By his fans you shall
know him” to misquote the familiar line.
With Bob there are many who believe that there is something to be gained by delving in to every aspect of
his life, his art, his influences and his message – his recommendation to “always carry a light bulb” (sic)
offering endless possibilities. For some it’s a simple matter of making money, which (I argue) means that
the motive is inherently suspect. For others it’s the desire to be a ‘world authority’, though to know it all is
to understand nothing. For others it’s the joy of following clues, sifting the meaningful from the misleading,
but with what end in mind? Others seek illumination, which is maybe where the light bulb comes in. For
most perhaps, it is no more than a simple curiosity that, at whatever level it is satisfied, brings an extra
dimension to the music, the lyrics. We already know that Bob is intensely uncomfortable with all this, even
angered by much of it. We justify the intrusion by pointing out that he has chosen to be in the public
domain, has sought an audience and has cultivated opportunities available to him by virtue of his success. I
don’t for one moment think that this piece and its predecessor have shed any light on Dylan, though Mary
has said that in the first essay I did capture something of his aura, his presence.
Because I wanted Mary and Saul’s agreement to this piece, I invited them over for dinner. My wife, Ros,
has known Mary since they were children and they have always stayed in touch. They have a lot in
common; sometimes it’s uncanny to see them together, as they are easily mistaken for sisters. Perhaps
because Ros is a little older, Mary still tends to look to her for advice on all sorts of things, though she
won’t necessarily take it. Ros was completely certain that both Mary and Saul would be OK about the
piece, adding “if you didn’t write for me like that, I’d be jealous”. Then “what might swing it for Mary is
her thinking that it’s not entirely about her”. It’s a good point, as anyone who expresses anything through
writing, painting, music, whatever will subconsciously and/or deliberately allude to the person who is
closest to, and matters most, to them. At which point she stuck her tongue in my ear and all concern about
Mary went out the window.
I was just about to open another bottle, when Mary, who had just been admiring the tailored calf- length
dress that Ros was wearing suddenly said “you both seem unusually quiet – is everything OK?” Hugely
grateful for the opportunity I said, “well, I hope so. I’ve got something that I’d like you to look at. It sort of
follows on from the last piece.” In an endless silence I heard the neck of the wine bottle clink against the
glass, the tick of a clock and dust settle.
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Glass in one hand, a trace of lipstick around the rim, Mary read the draft carefully, then was silent for a long
time. She wouldn’t look at me but I could see she had a faint blush, which I feared might be a flush of
anger. She didn’t notice Saul (who had already reached the end of his copy) wink at me, but must have
heard my sigh of relief as she looked sharply at me, before going back to the top of the page and then out of
the room, returning with the copy of my article for the last Freewheelin’. She read both pieces through
again, then started to speak, only to stop in mid syllable. Saul waited for a moment, then the sod made me
squirm (and Mary and Ros smile) by digging out a CD, which he programmed to play Things Have
Changed, Positively 4th Street, Dignity, Ballad of a Thin Man and You Ain’t Going Nowhere. Everything
can be made to fit, so it might just be coincidence. What is for sure that after having a private word with
Saul and then giving me a further grilling, Mary agreed that it would be OK with a couple of changes. Not
surprisingly, it was a bit of an unsettling evening, though all of us made an effort to behave ‘normally’.
Mary kept looking at the photograph, at the draft and at Saul, as though she wanted the explanation to come
from him. Ros (who has known Mary for a lot longer than me) stroked my forearm, then said “I like it, I
like it a lot – even more than the last one” at which Mary looked up, grinned and said ironically “I’m a sexy
old bag, ain’t I?”
Later, when they were leaving, Mary rather ostentatiously checked her seams, tuning one way, then the
other. One was badly crooked and, as I have seen her do a dozen times, she reached down to lift her skirt,
only to quite deliberately pause, look directly at me and say “I’ll get Saul to help me later.” Which on the
whole was a clever and pointed way of letting me know that she still felt miffed and that I had strayed a bit
close to, or even beyond, the edge of what she thought was reasonable. Though her agreeing to let it out
also says a lot more about Mary than a holy shower of chapters and photographs could. “Think what it’s like
for Bob” was Saul’s only comment, which in its own way was the more appropriate contribution. After
they had gone, Ros said “you surprised her, that’s all; but she is OK about it.” She was to, or you wouldn’t
be reading this.
So then. Although it is legitimate to investigate, analyse and comment on Bob’s art, what informs it and its
place in the scheme of things, much of what is done is intrusive, speculative and counter-productive. If you
want to understand something, first look to yourself. Few really do - not because it’s indulgent, not
because there is nothing to be found, but because for many it’s scary. Anyway, what’s really real?
Everyone has a right to privacy and therefore the right to seek to protect that by whatever means is
appropriate. Disguise, distortion, spin, ambiguity, misdirection, obfuscation and myth are all legitimate
ruses that send sleuths and commentators careering off on false trails and up blind alleys. Which perhaps
amuses Bob no end. Of course that all tends to spark even more frenzied activity, but it’s the nature of the
beast that is a seemingly insatiable humanity. And is why I try to distance myself from it. Wait a minute!
Maybe I am an alien! Now THAT’s something to really look in to.
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Like Ice, Like Fire
(Addressing The Night in ‘Visions of Johanna’)
Part 19. Back To The Drawing Board

In those pleasantly average days before our airwaves were bombarded with wall-to-wall jingoism and floorto-ceiling propaganda, I started writing a series of articles about ‘Visions of Johanna'. I always appreciated
the enormity of the task because ‘Visions of Johanna' is such an enormous song: enormous in its popularity
among all the songs in Dylan’s vast canon of work and enormous in its influence on every popular song that
came after it. As I progressed past the first 33,000 words or so I realised that my interpretation of the song
was becoming more and more visual, i.e. the characters and circumstances that I found in the song were
forming themselves into a collage. In part 13 of the series I confessed : “ I suppose that I am trying to paint a
picture of the song where characters are my brush strokes, circumstances are the colours that I use and one
young lady, not much more than a girl, is my canvas”.
Nothing much has changed over the ensuing 5 parts in this series of articles: that young lady is still my
canvas and the mainstay of my interpretation of the song. She has however been joined by various other
characters who have been introduced to support, nay illustrate, my view of the song. For the purpose of my
continued exploration of the song, I wish to add a few more characters so that the collage becomes wider
and more complicated.
My next characters then are two women who are specifically mentioned in the song. From the aspect of
building a visual experience of ‘Visions of Johanna' I would point out that just the mention of these two
names will immediately create an image in the mind, for they are famous icons. After I have declared their
names, I invite you to close your eyes and you will immediately see the faces of these two women. So,
without further ado I paint them in:

4. Enter the Madonna and the Mona Lisa.
In part 16 of this series of articles, I dealt at some length with Paul Williams’ deliberations on Dylan’s show
at the Tramps Club in Manhattan on the 26th July 1999 where Dylan replaced his ‘visions of Johanna’ with
‘visions of Madonna’. For this performance only, Paul renamed the song ‘Visions of Madonna’ and he
masterfully summed up the performance as follows:
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‘The master of language can also be a master of non-verbal language. And on this July ’99 ‘Visions of
Madonna’, as on the Feb.’66 ‘Visions of Johanna’, the two work together to produce a transcendent work of
art’.
I would like to dwell for a while in front of my canvas here and consider that expression ‘Visions of
Madonna’ because it has a universal connotation and it underlines, should there be any doubt, exactly which
‘Madonna’ I think we are talking about. I mention this because it has been suggested tha t the ‘Madonna’
referred to was Joan Baez. Indeed in her song ‘Diamonds and Rust’ which has been interpreted as having
biographical references to her liaison with Dylan, she includes the lines:
‘ the Madonna was yours for free’
I have however dealt quite thoroughly with the claim to fame of Joan Baez in the terms of the song
‘Visions of Johanna' (126) and all I have to say again here is that, because of her very name, Joan came
close but the inspiration behind the song came, in my view, from a different Joan. (As an aside, I found it a
little amusing that, when announcing news of Joan’s tour and the release of her new album in March 2003,
the newspaper The Buffalo News proclaimed the events under the banner ‘Joan of March’!).
In the original version of the song Dylan doesn’t of course sing, in that final line, ‘visions of Madonna’ but,
who knows, perhaps at Tramps in 1999 he was correcting his manuscript. In any event, there are many who
have claimed to have had ‘visions of Madonna’. Those claims have been treated with such overwhelming
importance that holy shrines have been established at the site of the visions and pilgrimages to those holy
shrines have brought immense comfort to many millions of people. This is what I mean when I say that the
expression ‘Visions of Madonna’ has a universal connotation; indeed if a peasant girl in Portugal is blessed
with such a vision on a Sunday, then the entire world would probably know about it on Monday. If I adopt
that universal connotation in my interpretation of ‘Visions of Johanna', then the ‘Madonna’ we are referring
to is the Virgin Mary, Mother of God: an immensely powerful female figure, an icon that represents
supreme piety and the woman at the head of the Roman Catholic Church.
Let me then set Dylan’s ‘Madonna’ free from the final verse of ‘Visions of Johanna' and treat her, in my
picture of the song, as the Virgin Mary. Let me then break that name down further and state the utterly
bleeding obvious that what makes the name so recognisable to the character is the first part of the name i.e.
‘Virgin’. This is then the most important part of the name and of course it refers to the Christian belief that
the plain Mary was the subject of a human miracle in that she conceived and gave birth to the Son of God
whist she was still a virgin. Mary is just plain Mary but the Virgin Mary is something else. It is this aspect
of virginity that gives her such worldly importance.
I now present a double image on my canvas. The first image is of the Madonna –in the form of the Virgin
Mary and, standing next to her, is my image of ‘Johanna’ in the form of Joan of Arc. What enjoins these
two images, so that they almost become one, is their most important characteristics- their virginity.
In her book ‘Joan of Arc’ – The Image of Female Heroism’ (127) the author Marina Warner makes certain
observations regarding the way that Joan wished others to see her. Joan was in fact illiterate and she was
known by many names. But, as Marina Warner records:
‘In the evidence of (her) trial and in Joan’s letters that have survived, written at her dictation with her
guided, uncertain signature appended in some cases, there is only one name she used, and that is Jehanne
la Pucelle’. (128)
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The author then goes on to explain why Joan chose that particular surname ‘Pucelle’ for herself:
‘Pucelle means ‘virgin’ but in a special way, with distinct shades connoting youth, innocence and,
paradoxically nubility. It is the equivalent of the Hebrew ‘almah, used of both the Virgin Mary and the
dancing girls in Solomon’s harem in the Bible.’ (128)
But perhaps there was more to the choice of the word ‘Pucelle’ as a surname than is immediately
understood:
‘With a instinct for seizing a central image of power, which Joan possessed to an extraordinarily developed
degree, she picked a word for virginity that captured with double strength the magic of her state in her
culture. It expressed not only the incorruption of her body, but also the dangerous border into maturity or
full womanhood that she had not crossed or would not cross.
Her virginity was magic. ….It was magic because of the long Christian tradition that held since the second
century that the inviolate body of a woman was one of the holiest things possible in creation, holier than the
chastity of a man, who anatomically cannot achieve the same physical image of spiritual integrity as a
woman. The virginal ideal also flourished under the influence of the cult of the Virgin Mary, Mother of
God, who, in the early fifteenth century, was seen above all as a powerful and merciful intercessor, who
could grant humanity forgiveness through the purity she had preserved, even in childbirth’. (129)
Marina Warner also makes reference to certain writings where Joan was described as having ‘miraculous
powers’ as a result of her virginity and she provides a few anecdotes about the fate of those who sought to
alter Joan’s status. One story recorded that:
“Whenever anyone looked upon her with impurity or thought dirty thoughts about her he was immediately
struck impotent forever.’ (130)
And what happened to other ‘unchaste sinners’ who had designs on unprotected females:
‘Rooted to the spot, dumb, paralysed, blind or otherwise stricken, they are for the most part forced to
repent, usually by the purifying magic of the virgin mother of God. In Joan’s case, the magic of her inviolate
body, reflecting that of the Virgin Mary’s, exercised wonderfully the minds of her contemporaries’. (130)
I am going off a little at a tangent here but the following observation by the author brings into focus the line
from ‘Visions of Johanna' where Dylan refers to ‘Madonna’:
Jean d’Aulon, (Joans squire) thought that Joan never menstruated: “I’ve heard it said by many women who
saw the Maid undressed many times and knew her secrets, that she never suffered from the secret illness of
women and that no one could ever notice or learn anything of it from her clothes or in any other way”. This
inference, circumstantial as it is, becomes an accepted aspect of Joan’s power and uniqueness’ (130)
A reminder of the line:
‘ And Madonna she still has not showed’
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It is not only in the perceived power arising from their common virginity that the Virgin Mary and Joan of
Arc have been stable mated. They have also both been depicted in historic art works by the use of similar
imagery, in particular with regard to battle dress. Marina Warner observes further:
‘The metaphor of chivalry tugs with such force at the minds of the age that even the Virgin Mary sometimes
appears at the time in full armour, in her aspect as The Tower of David, “whereon there hang a thousand
bucklers, all shields of mighty men” one of her titles from the litany of Loreto that is taken from the Bible
(Song of Solomon 4:4). The Virgin is like the bride, “fair as the moon, clear as the sun, and terrible as an
army with banners” (Song of Solomon 6:10). In the Albrecht altar painted in Mary’s honour before 1440,
possibly while Joan was alive, the Virgin wears mail shirt and breastplate, gauntlets and leg pieces of
armour under a voluminous mantle. Her fine wavy blonde hair spills down her back. Behind her stand two
knights with rainbow wings carrying shields. It is not surprising that she, like so many other images , was
identified as Joan of Arc.” (131)
This tantalising reference to artistic imagery brings me back with a jolt to my own canvas. That double take
of the Virgin Mary and Joan of Arc has now almost merged into one image and thus the ‘Madonna’ in
‘Visions of Johanna' has been firmly fixed into my painting. There is however the face of another woman
who now appears and has to be dealt with. It is the face that looks out from probably the most famous
painting in the world. She is not quite ready yet, but in my next instalment I will ask her to enter into my
own frame. In the meantime I can only dream about…….the Mona Lisa.

126 Freewheelin’207. Part 16 ‘Like Ice Like Fire’
127 ‘Joan of Arc –The Image of Female Heroism’ by Marina Warner. First published by Weidenfield and
Nicholson in 1981
128 ibid page 22
129 ibid page 24
130 ibid page 19
131 ibid page 235
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